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FULL MOON in VIRGO 

 
Musings for Virgo 
 
Virgo is one of the most ancient of the astrological signs and is a 

wonderful expression of the Feminine Divine. It is a mutable Earth sign 

and in the sky is said to represent the Goddess Isis holding an ear of 

wheat - for in the Northern hemisphere the sign of Virgo occurs at 

harvest time. Here in the Southern hemisphere, the gardeners amongst 

us are looking at the mutable (flexible) earth at the time of Virgo 

anticipating the time when we can get some seeds planted. This we will 

soon be able to do as the sun warms up the damp earth. 

As well as being the Earth mother aspect of the feminine divine, Virgo 

brings to our attention the importance of a strong mind in our spiritual 

life. This is seen in that one of the rulers of the sign Virgo is Mercury. 

Mercury can often represent the rational thinking mind and quick moving 

mental communication, for he is the “messenger” of the Gods. Mercury 

is also a symbol for the soul. There is a strong relationship between the 

mind and the soul- for a richly developed mind is the wonderful rich 

fertile soil in which the soul seeds itself and grows. Some spiritual 

perspectives ignore or even demean the value of developing the mind, 

without understanding that the soul grows in the mental realms. The 

problems with the mind come when it becomes fixed and stuck in 

thinking patterns and does not release itself into the higher energies of 

the soul and intuition or into any other aspect of ourselves. A fixed mind 

can indeed be a danger if its rigidity stops us connecting and 

surrendering and being flexible and open to body soul mind and 

emotional integration. However when the heart is open and connected, 

the mind develops a loving flexibility- it is the heart/mind and is a 

treasury in which the soul can grow. The love/heart opens us to love and 

keeps the mind from being fixed and stuck and the mind brings focussed 

discrimination. These aspects increasingly open us to the soul. The soul 

garden is helped by the mutable/ flexible nature of this sign. 



 When we enter the kingdom of souls through our own soul, Mercury 

comes into its own and our mind and our communication and mentality 

become quick, intuitive and sensitive and we can enter into connection 

with the soul of anything.... as Helena Roerich says “the new world 

begins to perceive Her lustrous veil”. 

 When the soul is alive in the mind, we begin to sense a light in the head 

and as things connect up in our head centres, the soul starts to infuse 

itself into our etheric field and our whole self becomes soul infused. This 

is true magic, for it enables us to lead full rich soul inspired life both for 

our own self and increasingly for others in different groups and networks 

of light and light workers. 

 The esoteric mantrum for Virgo is “I am the Mother and the child, I 

God/Goddess, I matter am” The Goddess rules all matter not just earthly 

matter but matter of all grades from the lowest to the highest and gives 

birth to and creates life of all kinds from all of these different kinds of 

matter. In this sense she is the Mother of all -from the earth realms to 

the realms of highest Space. 

In Virgo spend some time allowing your mind to be illuminated with 

images, music or books etc. about the Soul and the Goddess and feel 

you are a fertile mind field giving birth to a fuller and more soul infused 

self. Then network the soul’s Light and Love 

Some colours for Virgo are blue for Jupiter and ray 2, purple for the 

moon, pink for ray 6 and yellow for Mercury and ray 4. 
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